
are challenged by complex neurodevel-
opmental disorders, and all would ben-
efit from a properly coordinated and
accessible system of intervention and
support services. It would be uncon-
scionable if discrepancies existed
among children with different kinds of
cancer — full support for those with
bone cancer but meagre support for
those with kidney cancer.

Second, it is true that autism and
related disorders are diagnosed in more
and more children, but the spectrum is
broad. The needs of some children and
families are complex, but others have
fewer needs. Allocation of resources
based on a medical diagnosis ignores
this crucial fact.

Many professionals involved in the
support of children with neurodevelop-
mental disorders are advocating for
child and family support based on need
rather than diagnosis. What we really
need are regional total care centres for
children with complex neurodevelop-
mental disorders — all those with com-
plex learning and behavioural problems
that elude a simple diagnosis.

Anton R. Miller
University of British Columbia, Division
of Developmental Pediatrics, BC
Children’s Hospital, Vancouver, BC
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Pharmacogenetic screening

Fernando and Broadfoot raise inter-
esting points with respect to the
potential value of pharmacogenetic
screening for prevention of severe
adverse drug reactions as well as the
possibility of a potential common
pathophysiology of drug hypersensi-
tivity syndrome.1 There are conflict-
ing theories as to the pathogenesis of
drug hypersensitivity syndrome. The
reactive metabolite hypothesis
assumes elevated concentrations of
toxic reactive drug metabolites serve
as the syndrome trigger and has led to

clinical applications, including testing
potentially hypersensitive patients
with the lymphocyte toxicity assay
and the in vitro platelet toxicity assay. 

We have used both assays to test a
patient of Han Chinese origin who is
HLA-B*1502 positive and developed
Stevens–Johnson syndrome (SJS) after
starting a course of carbamazepine
(CBZ). The test was negative three and
nine months after patient recovery,
despite a typical CBZ-SJS reaction. At
the same time, the test was positive in a
patient who developed a nonbullous
type of drug hypersensitivity syndrome
to carbamazepine. This finding strongly
suggests that carbamazepine-induced
severe bullous reactions have different
underlying pathophysiology than carba-
mazepine-induced nonbullous reactions.
We agree that genetic testing of poten-
tial drug hypersensitivity syndrome
patients could be a useful approach to
minimize morbidity and mortality of
such reactions. However, we believe
that until a clear understanding of this
disorder’s pathophysiology is available,
a robust cause–effect relationship
between such genetic markers and the
disease is not achievable. 

Abdelbaset A. Elzagallaai MSc and
colleagues 
Departments of Physiology and
Pharmacology and Pathology, Schulich
Medicine and Dentistry, the University of
Western Ontario, London, Ont.
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Paramedic-driven research

In every medical specialty, and most
aspects of health care, research drives
improvements in care and systems.1

Paramedicine is an emerging health
profession. Paramedics have become
increasingly involved in conducting
important emergency medical services
(EMS) research. This has led to publi-
cation of scholarly articles changing

clinical and operational practice. In
Canada, paramedic researchers have
struggled to find the right home base to
pursue EMS research. It is time to
establish a national framework to pro-
pel paramedic-driven research forward.
Formal training, mentorship, protected
time and funding opportunities are
essential to the success of paramedic
researchers. EMS services must work
collaboratively with governments, base
hospitals, universities, and other stake-
holders to fund paramedic clinician-
researchers; this infusion of support
will result in a burst of scholarly work
specific to paramedic practice that will
inform and improve clinical practice
and operational performance. 

Blair L. Bigham MSc ACPf 
St. Michael’s Hospital, RESCU York
Region Emergency Medical Services,
Toronto, Ont.
Jan L. Jensen MSc ACP
Dalhousie University, Division of EMS
Emergency Health Services, Halifax, NS
Ian E. Blanchard MSc, EMT-P
Alberta Health Services, Emergency Med-
ical Services, Calgary, Alta.
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Research training and
residents

A key point highlighted by H.
Savolainen comments1 on M. Laberge’s
article2 is the lack of physicians trained
in research and conducting interdisci-
plinary/translational or clinical
research. There is an urgent need to
train young clinician scientists. Sharing
experiences and information on mea-
sures used to attract young physicians
to research programs is of special inter-
est. This is the practice in France, par-
ticularly in pediatrics. Funding is cen-
tral. France has a national program
granting a one-year research training
fellowship for resident physicians.
Societies, including the French Pedi-
atric Society, organize annual competi-
tions to fund young physicians to maxi-
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